Desktop Yoga
Instructor:
School:
Intended Purpose:
Topic:
Estimated Working Time:

Mr. Sallée
Project Zero Middle School
To counter test anxiety (or just chill a little)
Desktop Yoga
30 minutes

Objective:
You will be able to relax your body and center and focus your mind
before a test or any other time you need to at school.
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Pretest
1. When you get nervous before a test, does it affect your mind or body
more, or both? How are they each affected?

2. Do you feel like you could probably do better on tests (or presentations) if
you were not so nervous?

3. Do you use any methods to settle down that seem to help a lot?

4. Have you ever done any yoga? If so, what was your experience? If not,
why not? Would you consider it?

5. How can controlling your breath improve exercise? Concentration?
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Pretest – Key
1. When you get nervous before a test, does it affect your mind or body
more, or both? How are they each affected?
Chances are you get nervous in one way or another, but this is an entirely
personal question. Just make sure you have been honest.
2. Do you feel like you could probably do better on tests (or presentations) if
you were not so nervous?
Again, this is a very personal question. Most people tend to feel they do better
without certain symptoms of nervousness.
3. Do you use any methods to settle down that seem to help a lot?
More than anything, this question is something to think about. Often we have
rituals that may not mean anything to someone else, but comfort and calm
only because we have something to rely on and believe in other than just
ourselves.

4. Have you ever done any yoga? If so, what was your experience? If not,
why not? Would you consider it?
Yoga has become fairly popular. A lot of people have had at least some kind of
exposure to it, no matter how small. Some object to practicing yoga because it
came from a religious tradition. If that is how you feel, stick to it. Others
believe that there are valuable lessons about the body to be learned from a
physical exercise tradition that is several thousand years old. You should be
able to learn something interesting and useful, either way.
5. How can controlling your breath improve exercise? Concentration?
Your body naturally expands during some exercises and contracts during
others, making it so that breathing in or out at certain times is more
comfortable.
Breathing is something simple that we all do. If you lose your concentration,
you will not stop breathing; nothing is lost. Once you remember, start again. It
is a good way to gently concentrate without causing any stress.
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Test Anxiety
Tests have a big effect on your grades, so much so that you may find
yourself anxious about taking them. Your understanding about the subject of
the test or even your ability to accomplish the tasks on it may not even be a
factor in your nervousness. Fear, specifically, of the unknown and its role in
your future through your grades, is what makes you nervous.
The timing is different for everyone: Maybe you are calm right up to the
last minutes before the test, and then it hits you
like a brick. Maybe it builds slowly from the
first time your teacher says “There will be a test
on chapter 10 next Thursday,” or even “Listen
closely; this will be on your test.”
The effects are different, too, for different
people. You could talk non-stop about it or
totally clam up. You might get sweaty hands or
nervous feet even really tired. Maybe your heart
races or maybe you have no physical reactions.
Instead, your mind races and keeps flitting about
the lessons and worksheets and projects you
have done over the past few weeks. Or maybe it is blank and all you can think
about is how you should have gone to bed instead of watching that one more
stupid episode of whatever was on The U last night.
Does everyone get test anxiety?____________________
Does everyone experience test anxiety in the same
way?__________________________________________
What are some of the different ways that people might
experience
test
anxiety?
______________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
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Does everyone get test anxiety?__Yes, in one way or another._______________
Does everyone experience test anxiety in the same way?___No______________
What are some of the different ways that people might experience test anxiety?
__Physically: fast heart beat, sweaty palms, headache, hyper, talkative, quiet,__
tired, etcetera. _____________________________________________________
__Mentally: mind racing, complete blank, on topic but scattered, completely off
topic, etcetera.______________________________________________________
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Yoga
Yoga was originally designed as a series of
exercises meant to train the body so that it could be
controlled. This allowed some of the early Indian
religious practitioners (in several different religious
traditions) to overcome the constant physical feelings
of hunger and thirst, comfort or discomfort and spend
more energy taming their mind.
It slowly developed, over thousands of years, into a systematic exercise
program that utilized stretching and holding the body in various positions.
These positions are called asanas in the yogic tradition. Yoga also became
attractive to people not necessarily involved in the religion of its developers,
but who sought the physical benefits. It was so effective a physical exercise
that it has survived these millennia and has become a popular method of
physical exercise today.
More than just physical exercise, yoga was orginally
intended as what? ____________________________
Describe the movements in yoga. _______________
____________________________________________
What are the movements called? ________________
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More than just physical exercise, yoga was orginally intended as what?
__Part of a religious practice.__________________________________________
Describe the movements in yoga. __Mostly consists of stretching and holding._
What are the movements called? __Asanas.______________________________
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Pranayama
In the yogic tradition,
breath control is known as
pranayama. The importance of
pranayama is one of the major
differences
between
most
contemporary Western exercises
and yoga. It is also one of its
most important aspects, as it
relates to both the physical and
mental self.
First, the body naturally
opens during some movements—suggesting an inhalation—and closes during
others—suggesting an exhalation. These generaly direction of movement are
similar to what the body naturally does during each stage of breath. This
encourages proper movement and proper breathing. Proper breathing increases
the amount of oxygen throughout your body, improving physical and mental
performance.
Second, the breath is a perfect candidate for training in concentration.
Controlling your breath does not take intense thought or mental ability; your
body will do it naturally for it if you lose your focus for a few moments.
Nevertheless, it is always there to be controlled and focused upon. This method
of mind-training is gentle.
What is the yogic word that means “breath control?”
_____________________________________________
How do certain movements suggest either inhalation
or exhalation? ________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
Why is concentrating on breath such a good method for training your mind to
focus better? _______________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
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What
is
the
yogic
word
that
means
“breath
control?”
__Pranayama______________________________________________________
How do certain movements suggest either inhalation or exhalation? _____
__They mimic the movement of the body during inhalation or exhalation. ___
Why is concentrating on breath such a good method for training your mind to
focus better? __It is both gentle and available at any time._________________
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Desktop Yoga
If you find yourself nervous before a test or presentation, or any other
reason, for that matter, one of the best things you can do is move your body just
a little to get the blood flowing and focus your mind. Yoga offers us some very
helpful suggestions about how to do just that. The slow stretches loosen,
strengthen and relax your muscles, which in turn has a calming effect on your
mind. The intentional concentration on the feeling of your body through the
movements and deep breaths helps focus your thoughts. Although it may not
be very practical to bring your mat to school and lay down on the floor before a
big test, there are some very practical things we can do that are derived from
yoga.
The following exercises are designed to give your body a break from the
monotony of sitting in a desk chair all day, and your brain a boost in
concentration. They are not specifically yoga, but they are derived from certain
asanas. The most important things to remember while you are doing these
exercises are to breathe and relax:
1. Breathe. When your body is reaching down, shrinking, or folding,
you should probably be exhaling (like the air is getting squeezed
out).When your body is reaching up, expanding or unfolding, you
should probably be inhaling.
2. Relax. Do not be too uptight about whether you are in the right
position or forgot something. If you realize that you have done
something wrong take a deep breath and move past it. The goal is to
relax and focus, not mimic a certain set of movements.

Before you start, take a couple of minutes to think about or even write
down an inventory of how you feel, both physically and mentally. You may
want to make a mental checklist about any spots of tension or pain in your
body, and the status of your thoughts—what you are thinking about, how
quickly, and how focused you feel. Quantify what you can, rating it on
whatever scale you feel is appropriate (I find 0-4 most easy to deal with).
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Begin by sitting on the edge of a chair with your feet
placed squarely on the floor about hip distance apart.
Place your palms flat on your thighs, and feel length
in your spine—head balanced over heart, heart
balanced over hips. Inhale and exhale evenly for five
counts each. Repeat as many times as you'd like.

Inhale and lift your arms overhead, taking hold of your
left wrist with your right hand.

On an exhalation, bend to the right. Stay there for
three breaths.
As you inhale, come back up to
vertical and change wrists.
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Exhale, and bend to the left. Stay there for three
breaths. Inhale back up to a tall spine. Exhale, release
your arms.

Circle your shoulders a few times, rolling them up,
back and down.

On the fourth roll, interlace your fingers behind your
back with your arms as straight as you are able to make
them. If you don’t have room behind you, reach back
and hold onto the outside edges of the back of your
chair.

On an inhalation, lift your chest, making a high
backbend. Stay here and draw three full, rich breaths
into your body.
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As you exhale, release your hands, place them on
your knees and round your spine. Tuck your pelvis
and pull your navel away from your knees, coming
into a seated cat pose. Breathe deeply and feel the
broadness of the back body. Let your head dangle to
open the back of the neck.

From where you are, begin to fold forward, letting
your upper body fall through your thighs. You may be
able to reach the floor with your palms flat.
Otherwise, try to hold onto your ankles or shins. The
idea is to let your head drop lower than your hips—
this is an inversion.

Slowly roll up and find length in your spine. On an
exhalation, twist to the right. You can place your left
hand on the outside of your right thigh and your right
hand on the back of your chair. Check to make sure that
your right armpit-chest area is lifted. Remember to
include your head in the twist as well.

As you look over your right shoulder, move your eyes to
the upper right corner of your eyes and then the lower
right corner. Repeat this eye exercise two times.
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Then close your eyes as you untwist back to center.
Repeat to the other side. This should take five minutes
or less and be quite refreshing.

Now that you have finished the series of yoga-like movements, take a
minute or two to re-evaluate the status of your mental and physical well-being.
Compare to the inventory you took right before you started.
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PostPost-Test and Reflection
1. How do you feel?

2. Does your body feel any better or worse?

3. Do you notice any change in your mental state?

4. What is an asana?
5. What does pranayama mean?
6. Why is pranayama important?

Remember that this practice is cumulative: The more you do it, the greater it
will affect you. Continued practice helps develop the muscles and train your
mind, but it also is valuable in that it is a relaxation ritual—something that can
help to subconsciously trigger relaxation.
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